Abstract: In unitarity cut method, compact input of on-shell tree level amplitudes is crucial to simplify calculations. Although BCFW on-shell recursion relation gives very compact tree level amplitudes, they usually contain spurious poles. In this paper, we present a method to deal with this issue and provide explicit simple algebraic functions for various coefficients in the presence of spurious poles. As an application, we present analytic result (not just rational term) for one-loop five gluon A(− + + + +) with scalar propagator for the first time.
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Introduction
The computation of scattering amplitudes at the next-to-leading order (NLO) and even beyond is not only a pure theoretical interest, but also a definite requirement of experiments, such as the current Tevatron collider and the forthcoming Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments. In last few years, there have been spectacular progresses for this subject, which are extensively reviewed in the report [1] .
The art of the NLO calculation is based on the knowledge that, any one-loop amplitudes can be expanded into a set of master integrals as [2, 3, 4] where the master integral (i.e. scalar integral) is defined as 1
2)
The coefficients c n,i (ǫ) are rational functions of external momenta and polarization vectors. They are also rational functions of ǫ, where D = 4 − 2ǫ by using dimensional regularization. Since these master integrals are relatively well understood [3, 4] , the problem is reduced to the computation of these coefficients.
There is another equivalent expression for (1.1) that is often used in practical calculations as 1 Here we consider the general massive one loop amplitude, i.e. the propagator is massive. The massless case can be obtained by taking M1 = M2 = mi = 0. Notice that in the massless case the set of master integrals is simpler, since there are no one-point functions (tadpoles) or two-point functions with massless external momenta (massless bubbles).
where coefficients of master integrals no longer depend on ǫ, but extra contribution -rational partappears. The part expanded by master integrals is usually called cut-constructible part, because coefficients c n,i (ǫ = 0) can be calculated by the pure four-dimensional unitarity cut method 2 [5, 6] . In last few years, especially motivated by the twistor string theory [7] , techniques for one-loop amplitude calculations are much developed and various amplitudes up to the full six-gluon cut-constructible part have been calculated [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . However, the rational part is totally lost in the pure fourdimensional unitarity method. It has to appeal to some other methods to be computed, either by using the improved traditional tensor reduction methods [21, 22] , or the unitarity bootstrap approach [23, 24, 25] , or other methods. Recently, an automated package BlackHat has been developed to computer the full one-loop amplitude, by combining the four-dimensional unitarity method and the bootstrap approach [26] . See [27, 28] for a full review.
Another very noticeable development is the method of OPP-reduction [29] (based on the technique in [30] ). Inspired by this work, several very efficient numerical methods have been developed [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] . In [37] , a fully automated one-loop N-gluon generator -Rocket has been developed by implementing the OPP-reduction and D-dimensional unitarity method. Some analytic techniques were also developed in [38, 39] . The rational part can also be determined in the OPP approach, by keeping the full D-dimensional dependence in all terms [33, 34, 37, 36, 40] .
The D-dimensional unitarity method is an extension of the four-dimensional unitarity method. This idea origins from the fact that a null momentum in (4 − 2ǫ)-dimension can be equivalent to a massive momentum in four-dimension [41, 42, 43] . The power of D-dimensional unitarity method is that it can calculate the full amplitude. In another word, it makes the rational parts (also O(ǫ)-terms) cut-constructible too. This can be understood by the following expansion of the amplitude [1], (1.4) where the coefficients c n,i (µ 2 ) can be obtained by using D-dimensional unitarity method [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] (see also [33, 36] ). The operation "⊗" is defined as
The coefficients c n,i (µ 2 ) are polynomials of µ 2 [30, 49, 48] 3 , where µ is the −2ǫ component of the (4 − 2ǫ)- 2 If using four-dimensional unitarity method, we would not obtain pentagon terms. However, the pentagon and box master integrals are not independent: the scalar pentagon can be expressed as a sum of five scalar boxes up to O(ǫ) corrections [3] . Therefore, the box terms obtained by four-dimensional unitarity cut include also the pentagon contributions up to O(ǫ). 3 A complete proof is given in [49] for massless case, while using this proof, in Appendix of [48] has briefly discussed the generalization to massive case. Although [48] appeared in arXiv earlier than [49] , as mentioned in citation of [48] , [49] should be taken first logically. We emphasize that it's necessary to extract the pentagon terms so that the box coefficients can be polynomial of µ 2 .
dimensional internal loop momentum p. By using following relation [50, 42] The coefficients c n,i (µ 2 = 0) are the same as the coefficients c n,i (ǫ = 0) which can be obtained by pure four-dimensional unitarity method. The terms of dimensionally shifted integrals will produce the rational part and O(ǫ) terms. The reason is that the coefficients of the dimensionally shifted master integrals are always of O(ǫ)-order (which is easy to see from (1.6)), so only the divergent parts of the integrals could give finite contributions, which are the rational parts.
In the series of work [46, 47, 48, 49] , formulas have been given to compute the coefficients c n,i (µ 2 ) (except the tadpoles and massless bubbles) 4 . By using these formulas, the pentagon, box, triangle and bubble coefficients can be read directly from the tree level input without evaluating any integrals. However, a potential weakness for these formulas is that the tree level inputs are required to have no spurious pole. This is in contrary with a general observation: while the tree level inputs obtained by BCFW onshell recursion relation [51] are in a very compact form, they usually contain spurious poles. To take full advantage of the power of on-shell recursion relation, it is necessary to generalize the formulas so that they are directly applicable for the tree level input in the presence of spurious poles. This is the main goal of the present paper. While solving this problem, we are able to give very general algebraic expressions for most general tree level inputs.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next subsection, we list our main results. In Section 2, we give a brief review of the D-dimensional unitarity method and define various forms of tree level input. In Section 3, we study some properties of the formulas from which we can gain some perspective on how to make generalization. Then in Section 4, we present the generalized compact formulas, with a rigorous proof. Two further problems are solved in Section 5. First we give a general pentagon formula by using the quintuple-cut method. Then we simplify the u-dependence of the box formula based on the previous result. In Section 6, we implement the new formulas to compute the full five gluon amplitude A(1 − , 2 + , 3 + , 4 + , 5 + ). A summary is given in Section 7. In Appendix A, we summarize the formulas in previous works. In Appendix B, we show the new pentagon formula is consistent with the previous one. Then in Appendix C, an equivalent expression is given for ℓ ij which is used in box formula. Finally, we give explicitly the µ 2 terms of the box coefficients in Section 6.
Summary of our results
In this part, we list our main results in this paper. The definitions of various variables and functions can be found in later sections.
The starting point is following double cut integral
where
The T (N ) ( ℓ) can be calculated by any method, for example Feynman diagram, off-shell recursion relation [52] or BCFW method [51] , and allow the presence of spurious poles. N is the degree for p and will be defined in Section 2. In our notation, p = ℓ + µ and 10) where P λ e λ = |ℓ |ℓ] and u, α, β are given by (2.14) and (2.16). We can also rewrite ℓ|K|ℓ] = −2K · P λ e λ . We should treat |ℓ and |ℓ] as independent variables when we make replacements given below. Now we list our results ( Figure 1 shows the graphs that correspond to various formulas):
• (a) Pentagon: It is given by
where ℓ (i,j,r) is given by (5.4) and D i ( ℓ) is given by (2.22).
• (b) Box: It is given by
where ℓ ij are given by (5.11) or (C.8), while |P ji,a and |P ji,a ] are given by (A.13).
• (c) Triangle: The triangle coefficient is
(1.13) where ℓ is given by (1.10), Q s (u) is given by (A.2), and P s,a is given by (A.14).
It is worth to emphasize the ordering of replacement. We need to replace |ℓ] → |Q s (u) |ℓ first where |ℓ shows up. Then we replace |ℓ → |P s,1 − τ P s,2 . To denote this ordering, we have put the first replacement above the second one. Similar understanding should apply for later formulas.
• (d) Bubble:The bubble coefficient is 5
(1.14)
where ℓ is given by (1.10), Q r (u) is given by (A.2), P r,a is given by (A.15), and η, η are arbitrary, generically chosen null vectors. The summation over r includes all the D r ( ℓ) that appear in the denominator of T ( ℓ).
If N ≤ −2, there are contributions only from boxes and pentagons. If N ≥ −1, contributions from triangles will kick in, and finally if N ≥ 0, bubble contributions show up as well. Similar observation has been made in [5] .
Our formula should be suitable for both analytic and numerical calculations. For numerical calculation, since our result should be polynomial of u, so we should have a way to get coefficients of u a numerically. This can be done by using discrete Fourier transformation method [35] .
D-dimensional unitarity method
In this section, we briefly review the D-dimensional unitarity method [45] and define various forms of tree level input. In the process, we also establish our conventions and give definitions of some variables and functions. Some preliminary knowledge about spinor formalism [53] and color decompositions [54] can be found in two classic reviews [55, 56] . Here we only emphasize that, we use the "twistor" convention for the square bracket
Let's start with the following expression for a double-cut (K 2 -channel) integral:
Compared with the full amplitude expressed in (1.4), i.e.
2) the cut integral (2.1) can be understood as
where the cut master integral is
Those master integral, which don't contain two propagators that correspond to the two δ-functions, will not appear in the cut integral (2.3). By evaluating different cut integrals, we can get all coefficients c n,i (µ 2 ).
In next subsection, we will briefly review how to simplify double cut phase-space integration. This technique is the foundation of our method. After these transformations, we can describe the structure of cut integrands, from which it is possible to read off coefficients directly.
Simplify phase-space integral
The internal loop momentum p is (D = 4 − 2ǫ)-dimensional and can be decomposed as
where ℓ is 4-dimensional and µ is (−2ǫ)-dimensional. We can further decompose ℓ as
where K is the momentum across the cut. ℓ is a massless 4-momentum, and can be expressed with spinor variables as [57] 
The corresponding measure has also been given. The Lorentz-invariant phase-space (LIPS) of a double cut is defined by inserting two δ-functions representing the cut conditions:
We can firstly perform the integral over z with δ-function δ(
where z is fixed by solving the δ-function as
Then we can perform the integral over t with the remaining δ-function to reach 12) and t is
For convenience, one can redefine the µ 2 -integral measure as
where the relation between u and µ 2 is given by
. (2.14)
Then we can rewrite z, t as
Notice that when M 1 = M 2 = 0 we have α = β = 1, thus reproducing the massless case. A useful relation between z and u is the following:
After these evaluations, the cut integral (2.1) is transformed to
Here T (p) should be interpreted as 19) with z and t defined as in (2.15) . In the following, we may write T (p) as T ( ℓ) where the dependence on µ 2 is implicitly included, with ℓ being interpreted as
Standard form of the input
For a double cut of physical amplitudes, it is always possible (for example from Feynman rule) to write T (p) as a sum of terms of the following form
We emphasize that the relation ℓ 2 = M 2 1 + µ 2 from the cut constraint is always assumed in the input. We will call the form of T (p) like (2.21) as the standard form, where there are only D i ( ℓ) in the denominator. We will frequently use an important quantity -the degree for p (or equivalently for ℓ). The degree of T (p) is defined as the degree of numerator minus the degree of denominator. For the standard form (4.9), the degree is n, which was shown explicitly in the superscript.
After simplifying the phase-space integration, the cut integral for the standard form can be written in the form of (2.18):
and α, β are given by (2.16). We should notice the equivalent relations at the integrand level as
and therefore
For the cut integral with standard form input (2.23), we can read off coefficients directly by using several formulas, which are reviewed in the Appendix A.
General form of tree level input and spurious pole
We now consider the general form of inputs. In unitarity method, the input needed is a collection of (on-shell) tree level amplitudes. By using the on-shell recursion relations, very compact expressions for the tree level input can be obtained. However, such compact expressions usually contain some spurious poles.
A general form of T (p) that with a spurious pole can be written as (for simplicity, we only consider the case of single spurious pole, multi-spurious pole is a trivial generalization) 26) where c t are coefficients that do not depend on ℓ, but may depend on µ 2 . S d is the spurious pole with degree d and can be generally expressed as
The degree of T
is N , which is defined as the maximum of n t
sp ( ℓ) can be rewritten by using the relation (2.24) as:
and V t,iz is obtained from V t,iz just as that R j obtained from P j . For a physical amplitude, poles other than D i ( ℓ) are all spurious. It is always possible to regroup terms into an expression free of spurious poles, i.e. a sum of standard forms:
b r are coefficients that do not depend on ℓ, but may depend on µ 2 . The degree, now the maximum of n r , should also be N .
-11 -An important observation is that: to go from T (N )
nsp ( ℓ), we only need to apply some spinor identities to remove the spurious pole, while ℓ must satisfy the two on-shell conditions:
This observation will be important in the proof of the generalization in Section 4.
Looking at the formulas
The formulas we have known (collected in Appendix A) are applicable for the standard form T sf (p), in which the key requirement is that there is no spurious pole, i.e. only propagators D( ℓ) appear in the denominator. One may expect to remove the spurious pole in a general input to reach the standard form, since it's possible in principle. However, in general practice, this procedure is very complicated and we do not have well-defined algorithm to do that. Besides, the most compact expression of the tree level input usually has spurious poles. After removing the spurious poles, the expression may expand quite a lot, which leads the computation to be less efficient. Therefore, it is important to be able to generalize formulas to the case with spurious pole, while keeping the compactness of the tree input.
In the following, we will study the previous known formulas for the standard forms input from a new point of view, by which we can gain some insights on how to generalize the formulas to the case with spurious poles.
Splitting of the integrand
We start from the integrand in (2.23)
Then we do the splitting to reach [46] 
The box and triangle contributions will come from the F i term in (3.2), while the G j term will contribute to bubble. Taking the integrand into the cut integral, and extracting the residues of various poles, we can get the final coefficients. With the above splitting, we will know all coefficients by putting them into following expressions:
for triangles defined by Q s , K and finally for bubble
where definition of various variables and functions can be found in Appendix A. The key observation is that all coefficients are just the sum or difference of relative residues of pole. In F i (λ), the poles from ℓ|Q t Q i |ℓ contribute to box, and those from ℓ|KQ i |ℓ contribute to triangle. Bubbles are from the poles in G j , or more precisely, B
n,t (s) is from the poles ℓ|ηK|ℓ , and B
(s) are from the poles ℓ|Q p (K + sη)|ℓ . Details of the derivations can be found in [46, 47] Let us recall how do we get above formulas. Starting from standard input, we algebraically simplify it by using splitting technique. Then we perform phase space integrations carefully and add all contributions from physical poles together. If now the input has spurious poles, the same method tells us that we need to perform phase space integration with spurious poles. However, we can not do that in general. The reason is following: (1) The form of spurious poles can be arbitrary and we do not know how to write them down; (2) To perform the phase space integration, we need to write it into total derivative and then take residues. For a given spurious pole, we do not know how to perform both manipulations.
Because these reasons, it seems impossible to find results by standard method. However, considering these poles are all spurious, this means that even we are able to extract the residues of spurious poles term by term, their sum should vanish from physical point of view. In this sense, we can expect that the formulas can be generalized to the general form without many modifications. Then the question is how to do it? Which new method will enable us to do it?
To be able to proceed, we find that we need to take a new perspective in understanding above results. Remembering that when the spurious poles show up, there are at least two terms with spurious pole, so the added result will cancel out. In another word, we will have following equations (we assume there is only one term of standard form for simplicity):
where S d is given in (2.27)and {i t } means the set {i 1 , ..., i t }. Among these three forms, the first form is the one without the spurious pole, while the third form is the one obtained by using on-shell tree level recursion relation. The second one is the bridge bring the first one to the third one.
After putting into (2.23), we have following three forms for the integrand
which should be considered as function of |ℓ and |ℓ]. It is important that we have treated |ℓ and |ℓ] as independent variables.
The splitting result for box and triangle
The next step is to find the expression contributing to various coefficients.
Let us start from the box and triangle. From the form (3.1) we can see that the relative expression (i.e., for box and triangle having Q i ) is
Comparing (3.15) and (3.1) we found that it is obtained from (3.1) by following manipulations:
• (a) Multiplying ℓ|K|ℓ] and ℓ|Q i |ℓ] at (3.1);
Using this observation, we can get two results from (3.13) and (3.14) as following
It is worth to give a remark regarding the expression (3.17) . In this formula we have factor ℓ|Q i Q i |ℓ = 0 in numerator. If there is same factor ℓ|Q i Q i |ℓ in denominator, then both factors will cancel each other, but if there is no such factor in denominator, we know immediately that this term contributes zero. A subtle point for box formula will be discussed in Section 3.4.
Since three expressions (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) are equal to each other at the algebraic level. After the same algebraic manipulation, we should have that three expressions (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) are equal to each other too. Now we can read out the expression for the box and triangle coefficients.
Read the coefficients
The coefficients of box from (3.15) is
which is equivalent to (3.6) by noticing that
Compared to (3.15) , the coefficient can be obtained by following algebraic actions:
• (a) Multiplying
• (b) Sum up two terms with |ℓ → |P ji,1 (u) and |ℓ → |P ji,2 (u) .
Now it is obviously we should apply same actions to (3.16) and (3.17) to get
Formula (3.21) is the algebraic expression for box in the presence of spurious poles. We got it by various algebraic replacements starting from input tree-level amplitudes. We can do similar algebraic replacements to get algebraic expressions for triangles and bubbles too. For later two cases, there are two complicities compared to box. First there is operation of taking derivatives. Second, formulas depend explicitly on the degree of the tree level inputs. These two issues can be solved with some considerations. In the next section, we will give a rigorous proof for the generalization of these formulas. The final formulas will be equivalent to those obtained by naive substitutions. Before going to that, let's have a look at an example demonstrating some subtle point regarding the box coefficients.
Subtle point regarding to box coefficients
In the standard form we know that if one term contributes to triangle coefficient
If the form is not standard, i.e., having spurious pole, above observation will be different. For triangle, above observation is not modified, i.e., if one term contributes to triangle coefficient C[Q i , K], it must have D i ( ℓ) in its denominator. However, for the box, the above observation is not true anymore: one term can contribute to C[Q i , Q j , K] even it has only D i or D j in its denominator (but at least one of two).
Let us consider one simple example. It is given by
for cut K 12 . Here we do everything in pure 4D so we do not have u floating around. It is obviously the only contribution is box and no others. However we can rewrite it as
where (2ℓ · K 41 ) is the spurious pole. Now let us apply our general method to find various coefficients. Before doing so, let us list following quantities (we have set z = u = 0)
First let us start from box. Spurious pole shows up in two terms, one with propagator (ℓ − K 1 ) 2 and another one with propagator (ℓ + K 4 ) 2 , thus we need to consider all possible combinations of boxes in these two sets. In our simple case, these is only one option: box with (ℓ − K 1 ) 2 and (ℓ + K 4 ) 2 . There are two terms, both with k t = 1, d = 1, and n t = −2.
Let us apply formula (3.21) with the choice i = 1, j = 2. For the second term T 2 , the contribution is
This can be seen immediately since the denominator does not have D 1 propagator. For the second term T 1 , the contribution is
Adding two contributions together we see that indeed we have reproduced the right box coefficient. However, there is an subtle point regarding the calculation of T 1 in this example. In fact, when we put in the solution P 1 , P 2 into ℓ|Q 2 Q 1 |ℓ and ℓ| V Q 1 |ℓ , both are zero, so we need to take proper limit. The point is that even ℓ be arbitrary we have ℓ|Q 2 Q 1 |ℓ = ℓ| V Q 1 |ℓ and ℓ|Q 1 Q 1 |ℓ = 0. Now let us move to triangle, since n = −2 we see that triangle coefficients are zero as we familiar with (when the power of derivative is negative, we should take it as inserting τ |a| → 0). For bubble, we have n = −2, again the contribution is zero.
It is worth to emphasize again that above subtle point is related to box coefficients only.
Formulas with spurious pole
Now we generalize the formulas with a rigorous proof. As a byproduct, we will obtain more compact expressions for the formulas. We will take two steps. First we reformulate the formulas for the standard form input into a more compact form, in which the tree level input is inserted directly. Then with this new presentation, it will be easy to generalize the formulas to the tree level input in the presence of spurious poles.
Reformulate the formulas
We first reformulate the formulas for the tree level input being standard form. Using the relation (2.24)
we can reformulate the box formula (A.5) as
|ℓ → |P ji,1
Similarly, for the triangle formula (A.7), we can get
and for bubble (A.9)-(A.12), we have
We can find that the formulas actually preserve the structure of tree level input T (n) sf ( ℓ) quite well. The main structure of the formulas is that: first make a substitution for |ℓ], then for |ℓ , and finally do some operations at algebraic level.
The substitution for |ℓ and |ℓ] is equivalent to a substitution for ℓ, by using the relation (2.20)
It is not difficult to find that, with these substitutions, ℓ satisfies the two on-shell conditions (2.32), because P λ e λ under the substitution satisfies the massless condition. For box this is obvious. For triangle and bubble, we have
(4.7)
Generalize to general tree level input
To generalize the formulas, a naive conjecture is that: for a general form of T (p) with degree N , the formulas (4.1)-(4.5) are unchanged, but only with the following substitution
where 8) or equivalently in a form without spurious pole,
The degree N of T (p) is defined as the maximum of n t or n r :
As mentioned at the end of Section 2.3, the important observation is that: to go from T (N )
nsp ( ℓ), we only need to apply some spinor identities to remove the spurious pole, while ℓ must satisfy the two on-shell conditions (2.32).
We now want to prove the conjecture. First we can see that if the formulas is true for the substitution
then it will also be true for the substitution
This is because in the formulas the substitutions for ℓ do not break the on-shell conditions (2.32) as shown in the end of last subsection, and also by the following simple observation: if two functions f 1 (p) and f 2 (p) are equivalent by some algebraic operations, then it would also be true that
Thus to prove the conjecture, we only need to prove for the case (4.11). Since T (N )
nsp ( ℓ) is a sum of the standard forms with different degrees, and N is the highest degree, what we need to prove is actually that the formulas with lower degree can be reexpressed with a higher degree. We will prove this case by case.
Formula for box
It is trivially true for box formula, because the structure of the formula doesn't depend on the degree of input. So we get the formula directly by using (4.1) as
for a general form of T ( ℓ).
The formula (4.14) can be understood from another point of view, as the box coefficient obtained by using the generalized unitarity method of quadruple cut, where the substitutions for ℓ just correspond to the two solutions that are solved from the constraints of quadruple cut.
Formula for triangle
For triangle, it is not so trivial as box, because there are operations of taking derivatives that depend on the degree of input. From (4.11), we need to prove that
We first do the following calculation:
Then by using the relation that
we can find that
where the function f (P λ e λ ) should be general but without factor ℓ|K|ℓ] in its denominator. So by substituting T (N ) nsp ( ℓ) in the formula and changing n to N , we have
which is just what we want to prove. Notice that if one term in T ( ℓ) doesn't has D s ( ℓ) in the denominator, its contribution would be zero since
Therefore we have
(4.20)
for general T (N ) (p).
Formulas for bubble
For bubble, the proof is similar to the case of triangle. Consider the bubble formulas 
. .
Then by using twice the relation (4.17), we have
So if we make the substitute (4.11) for the formula of B (0) n,t (s) and put into (4.21), we have
which is just what we need to prove for the generalization.
With the same procedure, we can also prove it for B Notice that there is a summation over r in (4.21), i.e. sum over all the D r that appear in the denominator of tree level input. We also need to show that if the input has no D r in denominator, it vanish, i.e.
sf ( ℓ) has no D r in denominator. By substituting (4.4) or (4.5) in it, and using the relation that
we can find this is indeed true, due to the cancellation between the two terms in the right-hand side of above relation. Therefore, we finally have the bubble formulas 
for general T (N ) (p). The summation of r is for all the D r ( ℓ) that appear in the denominator of T ( ℓ).
A special choice of η. As discussed in the Appendix B.3.1 of [47] , we can use a special choice of η: choosing η = K 1 in the case where K 2 1 = 0. By this choice, we have 1
where α 1 is given by (A.4). The general bubble formula for this special choice, i.e. η = K 1 , becomes 6
(4.32) 6 Notice the summation over r no longer includes r = 1.
On pentagon and box formulas
There are two complexities for box formulas that deserve more study. First, the box formula that we discussed before is not a polynomial of u, because it contains also pentagon contributions, indicated by a linear factor (au + b) in the denominator. We need to separate the pentagon part from the box, so that the true box coefficient is a polynomial of u. The second complexity is that the null momenta P ji;1(2) (u) depend on u in a very nontrivial way (as Q j (u) + x a Q i (u)), unlike the cases of triangles and bubbles.
For the formulas with a standard input form, these two problems have been solved in [49, 48] . We review these simplified formulas in Appendix A.2. Now we want to deal with the general form of tree level input.
In the following two subsections, we first use a "quintuble-cut" method to calculate the pentagon coefficients 7 . The true box coefficients can be obtained by subtracting the pentagon contributions. Then in the second subsection, we will give a way to simplify the u dependence for the box formula, by generalizing the result in the case of standard form.
Pentagon coefficient
The pentagon master integral is
The quintuple-cut for the master integral is given by replacing the five propagators with five δ-functions:
The integral is totally fixed by five δ-functions. So to get the pentagon coefficient, it is possible to use the quintuple-cut method to read the coefficient directly.
As we have discussed before, the coefficient can be accepted as a function of µ 2 . In another word, we only need to fix the four-dimensional component of p, i.e. ℓ, and leave the integral for µ. This can be done by using the latter four δ-functions.
The latter four δ-functions give four equations for ℓ (we have also used the first δ-function that
by which ℓ can be solved as
For a general input T ( ℓ) of double-cut integral, the pentagon coefficient can be written as
In the appendix B, we show that for the standard tree level input, this formula is equivalent with the previous-known formula. We emphasize that the solution ℓ (i,j,r) can also be used in generalized unitarity with multi-cut. For example, for five-cut (with another three cuts across D i , D j , D r ), we have the corresponding pentagon coefficient simply as
There is one point about the solution (5.4): there is matrix inverse we need to do. If ℓ (i,j,r) is contracted with any momentum, we may use (B.4) to calculate, which is simpler.
Simplify the u dependence of the box formula
Now we want to simplify the u-dependence of the general box formula. As reviewed in Appendix A.2, for the standard input form, we have known how to simplify the u-dependence of the box formula as
It is worth to emphasize that in the first line, u-dependence is everywhere: in the spinor component of P ji as well as inside the square roots (
Because of this, no matter analytically or numerically, it will become very tedious and complicated. To avoid this problem, as analyzed in [49] , another equivalent expression is given as in the second line of above formula, where null vector P ji,1(2) (u = 0) as well as square root do not depend on u anymore. The only u-dependence is following replacement:
where R s (u) and Q t (u) are given by (A.20) and (A.21). We want to generalize the formula, so that it can be used for the general tree level input. To realize this, we need to generalize the above rule, which should not be confined to the special form with R(u) and Q(u). This can be achieved if we find a substitution for ℓ. Using (A.20) and noticing that (A.2)
where α, β are given by (2.16), we can find a relation for R(u) that
where we have defined
With the same ℓ ij , it is easy to find that
Comparing (5.10) and (5.12) with the relation
we can find the rule (5.8) is equivalent to ℓ → ℓ ij .
(5.14)
In Appendix C, we give another equivalent expression for ℓ ij , which can avoid the appearance of q
. Just following the argument of Section 4.2, this new rule can be generalized directly to the formula (4.14) with general tree level input, with only one condition that: ℓ ij , with the substitution for P λ e λ in the formulas, should satisfy the two on-shell conditions
We will proof this is indeed true. We first proof the first condition. Using (5.11) directly, we have that (for simplicity we omit the superscript of q
where we have used (2.14) that u = 4µ 2 /(β 2 K 2 ), and define
By using the relations 8 :
we have
(5.18)
Substituting this back to (5.16), we can find that to have ℓ 2 ij − µ 2 − M 2 1 = 0, we only need the relation
To proof this relation, we notice
where p is permutation of ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 , ν 4 . Using this we can calculate that for q 0 =
Noticing that q i · k = q j · K = 0, we get 21) which is just the relation (5.19). Thus we prove that it's true for the first on-shell condition in (5.15). Then for the second condition, the proof is trivial since we have
Therefore, the general box coefficient (4.14) is
|ℓ → |P ji,1 23) and the true box coefficient is obtained by subtracting the pentagon contributions:
Notice that the null vectors P ji,1(2) are independent of u now.
Other methods to deal with u-dependence
In above we have given one way to make u-dependence simpler. In this part we will give other ways to deal with u-dependence. We can expand any spinor into two independent ones. Sometimes we need to use the spinor or antispinor components of P 1 , P 2 . For this we can expand into arbitrary null momenta a, b, i.e. λ P = |a +y|b √ t and λ P = |a]+y|b] √ t where t is necessary normalization factor. We can solve that
When applying this idea to box coefficients, we use a, b as the P ji,1 (u = 0) and P ji,2 (u = 0). For the box, factor
b|P |b] b|a|b] will cancel out eventually as well as factor a b , [a b] since numerator and denominator are same degree polynomial. Thus we can get final replacement rule as
and
In this part we use this simple five-gluon example to demonstrate our method 9 . The implementation of the formulas into automatic tools is straightforward. In the following example, we do all calculations analytically with the Mathematica package S@M [58] . By supersymmetric identities [59] , the computation is equivalent to one with a scalar field circulating in the loop [60] . In the sense of four-dimensional unitarity, this amplitude is cut free, i.e. it has only rational part and O(ǫ) contribution. We will use our formulas to calculate whole results including the O(ǫ) contribution, which according to our knowledge, should be the first time. The O(ǫ) contribution would be important in the higher loop calculations, such as discussed in [61] , in order to calculate n-parton two-loop amplitude to O(ǫ 0 ), the (n + 1)-parton one-loop amplitude needs to be evaluated to O(ǫ 2 ).
This five-gluon amplitude can be expanded as a linear combination of one pentagon, five boxes, five one-mass triangles, five two-mass triangles and five bubbles. To obtain various coefficients, we need all the five kinds of double cuts. We will illustrate the use of the formulas by giving a detail discussion on the calculation of the K 23 -cut. For the other cuts, we list the final results directly.
K 23 -cut
The needed tree level input can be obtained from the on-shell recursion relation as [62] 
We emphasize that the main purpose of choosing this simple example is to illustrate the using of our formulas. Since the tree level inputs will have spurious poles, it can also serve as a good example to check our formulas. The same procedure should be implemented directly to compute more complicated cases.
3)
Notice that there is a spurious pole in the tree level input:
so it can serve as good example for checking our generalized formulas. The first term of the input (6.1) has degree 0, while the second term has degree −2, which does not contribute to triangle and bubble. Furthermore, by comparing (6.4) and (6.5), we can find that there's no subtle relation between the spurious pole and D 2 ( ℓ) or D 3 ( ℓ), as that mentioned in Section 3.4, so this second term has no box (and no pentagon) contributions either. Therefore, we only need to consider the first term in (6.1) in the calculation, i.e. we can let
From this cut we can calculate the coefficients of the pentagon, three boxes, one one-mass triangle, two two-mass triangles, and one bubble, as shown in Figure 2 . We calculate them case by case. All the needed formulas are collected in Section 1.1.
Coefficients of pentagon
There is only one pentagon. Using (1.11), we have where ∆ is defined as
Obviously, the pentagon contribution is O(ǫ). 
Coefficients of box
There are three boxes. Using (1.12), the box from
where we have changed u to µ 2 , by using the relation
Similarly, we can get another two box coefficients
As expected, after subtracting the pentagon contribution, the box coefficient is a polynomial of µ 2 . The complete box coefficients with µ 2 -term will be given in Appendix D.
Coefficients of triangle
There are three triangles. Using (1.13) with N = 0, the triangle of K 1 is 
Coefficient of bubble
Using (1.14) for n = 0 and k = 3, we have
The explicit results for each terms are As expected, η doesn't appear in the final result.
Other cuts
For other cuts, we first give the necessary tree level input for the calculation [62] , then list the final results directly.
Tree level input
The needed tree level input obtained from the on-shell recursion relation for K 34 -cut is
and K 23 -cut it is
Similar to the case of K 23 -cut, the second term in T K 34 ( ℓ) can also be neglected. K 45 -cut and K 51 -cut are not necessary, since they are related to K 23 -cut and K 12 -cut by symmetry, although we have also done the calculation independently in order to show the results are consistent. The coefficients are related by a symmetry operation, for example 23) which is similar for other coefficients.
Other coefficients
The other two boxes are As it is obvious, one given coefficient can be calculated from various cuts. Using Mathematica we calculate them and do find same results. Also, we check that the coefficients satisfy the symmetrical relation (6.23). These are strong tests for our method.
Rational parts
To extract the rational parts, we need the following relation [50, 42] 
The rational part of the amplitude is
The rational part of the same amplitude has been given in [60] as With the help of Mathematica one can easily check the following result
The factor 1/2 is because R is for the amplitude with a real scalar circulating in the loop, while that for R it is a complex scalar. As we can see, the spurious poles, such as ∆ in the box coefficient, are all cancelled. Our result R looks more complicated than the R. The reason is because when we use the Mathematica, we have chosen a basis for spinors and expressed other quantities by this basis. The choice will sacrifice some simplicity, but make the result unique for the chosen basis and easy to compare. Furthermore, it makes the evaluation straightforward either analytically or numerically.
Summary
In this paper, we generalize formulas for coefficients obtained by D-dimensional unitarity method [46, 47, 48, 49] to the case where spurious poles are allowed in tree-level input. While keeping algebraic expressions explicitly, this generalization makes sure that we can use the most compact tree-level input to reduce the complexity of computations. We summarize some main points of our final formulas as following:
• The tree-level input (obtained by any method) can be inserted into the formulas directly without any modification.
• The formulas are for the full coefficients, i.e. including all the contribution of cut part, rational part and O(ǫ) part. If we want only the cut part, we can take the four-dimensional tree level input, and let u = 0 in the formulas. This will simplify the formulas dramatically.
• The formulas are for the general case, massive or massless.
• The formulas are at the analytical level. It can give compact analytical expression for some results, such as that shown in the example of Section 6.
• The formulas are suitable for the non-renormalizable case, such as the one loop calculation of gravity theory.
A. Review of formulas
We review formulas of various coefficients for the standard input form [46, 47, 48, 49] 
We have defined the quantities:
and β are given by (2.16).
A.1 Formulas
The box coefficients (pentagons not separated) are given as
The triangle coefficients are given as
Note that the triangle coefficient is present only when n ≥ −1.
The bubble coefficients are given as where
, (A.10)
b n+k j=1 P r,1 − τ P r,2 |R j (K + sη)|P r,1 − τ P r,2 P r,1 − τ P r,2 |ηK|P r,1 − τ P r,2 n+1 k p=1,p =r P r,1 − τ P r,2 |Q p (K + sη)|P r,1 − τ P r,2 τ =0
, (A.11)
where ∆ r , P r,1 , P r,2 are given by (A.8), and η, η are arbitrary, generically chosen null vectors. Note that the bubble coefficient exists only when n ≥ 0.
A.2 Formulas with u simplified
The u-dependence for above formulas can be simplified further [49, 48] . Here we collect these simplified formulas. The pentagon formula is also given. The most important simplification is for the null spinors. As we have emphasized in main text, in the simplified formulas, u-dependence becomes minimum and much simpler, especially the null momenta do not depend on u anymore.. The null spinors P ji,a (a = 1, 2) in box formula are taken as . (A.24)
The bubble coefficients are given by 
(t + 1)
P r,1 − τ P r,2 |η|P r,1 ] t+1 P r,1 − τ P r ,2 |K|P r,1 ] t+1 × P r,1 − τ P r,2 |Q r (u)η|P r,1 − τ P r,2 b n+k j=1 P r,1 − τ P r,2 |R j (u)(K − sη)|P r,1 − τ P r,2 P r,1 − τ P r,2 |ηK|P r,1 − τ P r,2 n+1 k p=1,p =r P r,1 − τ P r,2 |Q p (u)(K − sη)|P r,1 − τ P r, 
P r,2 − τ P r,1 |η|P r,2 ] t+1 P r,2 − τ P r,1 |K|P r,2 ] t+1 × P r,2 − τ P r,1 |Q r (u)η|P r,2 − τ P r,1 b n+k j=1 P r,2 − τ P r,1 |R j (u)(K − sη)|P r,2 − τ P r,1 P r,2 − τ P r,1 |ηK|P r,2 − τ P r,1 n+1 k p=1,p =r P r,2 − τ P r,1 |Q p (u)(K − sη)|P r,2 − τ P r,1 τ =0
.(A.28)
All the u-dependence is explicitly presented in the formulas. They are only from R(u), Q(u), R(u), Q(u) and the √ 1 − u factors.
B. Compare the pentagon formulas
For the standard form input By using the expansion for P s as
, and (5.5), we can find that 
a (q i ,q j ,K;ps) i = (P s · q i )q 2 j − (P s · q j )(q i · q j )
(C. 4) we can write R s (u) = p s · q Using (5.9) and (C.6), we can further rewrite it as
Then we have
Therefore we find the equivalent rule is that
(C.8)
